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ABSTRACT
An important, but often ignored distinction in the analysis of EEG signals is that between
evoked activity and induced activity. Whereas evoked activity reflects the summation of
transient post-synaptic potentials triggered by an event, induced activity, which is mainly
oscillatory in nature, is thought to reflect changes in parameters controlling dynamic
interactions within and between brain structures. We hypothesize that induced activity may
yield information about the dynamics of cell assembly formation, activation and subsequent
uncoupling, which may play a prominent role in different types of memory operations. We
then describe a number of analysis tools that can be used to study the reactivity of induced
rhythmic activity, both in terms of amplitude changes and of phase variability.
We briefly discuss how alpha, gamma and theta rhythms are thought to be generated,
paying special attention to the hypothesis that the theta rhythm reflects dynamic interactions
between the hippocampal system and the neocortex. This hypothesis would imply that
studying the reactivity of scalp-recorded theta may provide a window on the contribution
of the hippocampus to memory functions.
We review studies investigating the reactivity of scalp-recorded theta in paradigms
engaging episodic memory, spatial memory and working memory. In addition, we review
studies that relate theta reactivity to processes at the interface of memory and language.
Despite many unknowns, the experimental evidence largely supports the hypothesis that
theta activity plays a functional role in cell assembly formation, a process which may
constitute the neural basis of memory formation and retrieval. The available data provide
only highly indirect support for the hypothesis that scalp-recorded theta yields information
about hippocampal functioning. It is concluded that studying induced rhythmic activity
holds promise as an additional important way to study brain function.
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INTRODUCTION
Cognitive neuroscience has profited tremendously from hemodynamic imaging
techniques such as PET and fMRI in linking human cognition to brain structures.
Until PET and fMRI became available, we had to rely largely on the experiments
of nature in the form of neuropsychological deficits. These new imaging techniques
made it possible to investigate in the living, intact human brain the neural correlates
of complex cognitive functions such as memory, language, attention and perception
under experimentally well-controlled conditions. This has resulted in a wealth of
data on the neural architectures of a variety of cognitive functions.
One thing that has become very clear on the basis of these imaging data is
that a one-to-one mapping between a brain area and a specific component of a
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cognitive function is very often far too simplistic. Activations of specific areas
are often reported in imaging studies on different tasks or cognitive functions. It
seems that individual cortical areas can be recruited dynamically in more than
one functional network. Mesulam (1998) refers to this aspect of neural
organization as the principle of selectively distributed processing: many cortical
areas operate as a node in multiple functional networks. This raises the issue of
how, for a given function, the dynamic recruitment of the participating cortical
and subcortical areas takes place.
The dynamics of neural activity is often better captured by imaging methods
with a high temporal resolution such as EEG and MEG than by imaging
methods that are limited by the relatively slow time constant of the
hemodynamic response. The measurement of Event-Related brain Potentials or
Fields (ERPs, ERFs) has provided a wealth of fine-grained information about the
time course of cognitive processing events (e.g. Van Turennout et al., 1998).
However, ERPs and ERFs have not been very informative about the dynamics of
functional network formation since they do not capture the transitions in network
recruitment very well. In this context, recent years have seen an increasing
interest in another aspect of EEG and MEG activity, on which we will focus in
this paper. This aspect is related to patterns of synchronization and
desynchronization that are observed in the electrophysiological activity of the
brain. Interest in these phenomena has developed as a result of the view that
they might provide a window on the dynamics of cell assembly formation, by
which spatially distributed brain areas become linked together in dynamic
networks involved in sensory integration, object representation and memory
encoding or retrieval.
Synchronization and desynchronization of the brain’s electrophysiological
activity is observed in relation to different aspects of cognition. It is, therefore,
often referred to as Event-Related Synchronization (ERS) and Event-Related
Desynchronization (ERD; Pfurtscheller and Aranibar, 1977). We prefer to refer to
both as event-related reactivity of frequency-specific EEG rhythms. This eventrelated reactivity can occur in different frequency bands. So far, most of the
attention has been directed to the theta, alpha and gamma frequency bands. With
respect to memory functions, the power increase in the theta band seems to be
particularly relevant. This corresponds with the widely accepted assumption that
the hippocampus is one of the key structures in the generation of the theta rhythm.
Although much is still unclear about the functional role of brain rhythmicity,
sufficient knowledge has been acquired to justify the proposition that it plays a
role in dynamic network formation. In this paper, we will illustrate how certain
aspects of memory formation and retrieval are reflected in modulations of the
theta rhythm. Although it is not our claim that these results provide a completely
new perspective on memory processes, we believe that the types of analyses that
we discuss in this paper might give new insights into the dynamics of memory
formation and retrieval. In the remainder of this paper we will describe in some
detail the nature of the brain activity on which the analyses are based, and the
way in which the analyses are done. Furthermore, we discuss the brain structures
known to be involved in the generation of the theta-rhythm, and finally we
discuss relevant results in relation to memory.
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EEG ACTIVITY

In order to understand the rationale behind the analyses of event-related
changes in induced band power (IBP), it is important to distinguish between two
types of activities in EEG or MEG: induced activity and evoked activity. Evoked
activity may be defined as activity that is directly driven by stimuli or state
changes. Evoked activity is both time-and phase-locked to the eliciting event,
because each time the event occurs similar EEG activity is produced (evoked)
by the stimulus. Therefore evoked activity can be extracted from the ongoing
EEG by a straightforward averaging of the event-related EEG epochs. The
resulting average is a so-called Event-Related Potential (ERP). Note that this
activity is not necessarily rhythmic in nature. A well-known example of evoked
activity is the N1/P2 complex elicited by the presentation of auditory stimuli.
Induced activity, on the other hand, is largely rhythmic (oscillatory) in
nature, and may be defined as oscillations caused or modulated by stimuli or
state changes that do not directly drive the rhythm (after Bullock, 1992, pp.1). In
other words, induced activity is best considered as rhythmic background activity
that is modulated, rather than evoked, by external (i.e. some sort of stimulation)
or internal (e.g., motor preparation, cognitive processing) events. The phase of
an induced response can differ from trial to trial (see also Tallon-Baudry and
Bertrand, 1999). As a result, induced activity is time-locked, but not necessarily
phase-locked to the event. Since straightforward averaging leads to phase
cancellation, induced activity will be ‘averaged out’ of the ERP as if it were
noise. The important implication here is that the neurophysiological dynamics
thought to underlie induced activity cannot be captured with standard ERP
methodology. Different methods are needed in order to quantify the relevant
parameters of changes in induced activity, as we will see in section 1.2. A wellknown example of an induced rhythmic response is the amplitude attenuation of
the occipital alpha rhythm by the opening of the eyes (Berger, 1929).
1.1 Neurophysiological Dynamics Underlying Induced Activities
It has been proposed (Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva, 1999) that the two
distinct types of activities are related to differences in the underlying
neurophysiological dynamics (for supportive empirical evidence, see e.g.
Klimesch et al., 2000; Bastiaansen and Brunia, 2001). Evoked activity as indexed
by ERPs mainly reflects the summation of post-synaptic potentials impinging on
local ensembles of cortical pyramidal neurons. Cortical pyramidal neurons are
aligned in their orientation with respect to the cortical surface. Synchronous
activation of these neurons, therefore, results in a field change that can be
detected at a distance, i.e. the scalp. The neurons in subcortical areas such as the
hippocampus are often not well aligned, and their activity thereby results in socalled closed fields that are undetectable at a distance. For this reason scalprecorded ERPs are cortical in nature, reflecting the contribution of cortical areas
that are active at a specific time during the execution of a certain task.
Induced activity is similar to evoked activity in the sense that both are only
‘visible’ through the impact of neural activity on the cortical pyramidal neurons.
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However, the crucial difference between evoked and induced activity is that the
latter especially reflects functional changes in the parameters controlling
dynamic interactions within and between brain structures (Pfurtscheller
and Lopes da Silva, 1999). These interactions can be subcortico-cortical or
cortico-cortical in nature. Induced activity reflects dynamic processes involved in
both the formation and the activation of spatially distributed, yet functionally
coherent cell assemblies. As such, induced activity may be functionally related
to processes such as long-range integration, feature binding or the formation
of memories (see section 2). Additionally, in special cases such as the alpha
rhythm induced activity can provide a window on the influences of specific
subcortical structures on cortical activity (see section 2.1). In general, as we
will emphasize throughout this paper, analyzing induced activity may allow one
to empirically test hypotheses that are quite different from those obtained
with ERPs.
Functional changes in induced activity, as expressed in the event-related
reactivity of frequency-specific EEG rhythms such as theta, alpha or gamma, can
be evaluated on two dimensions: their amplitude (cf. section 1.2.1) and their
phase variability (cf. section 1.2.2). For the alpha frequency band, the eventrelated reactivity usually results in a reduction in the induced activity (see
section 2.1), while for the other frequency bands the event-related reactivity is
usually associated with an increase in induced activity. In general, it can be said
that amplitude increases in induced activity reflect an increase in synchrony of
the underlying neural populations.
Changes in phase variability, on the other hand, may reflect the processes of
the formation and active uncoupling of cell assemblies. Here the hypothesis is that
the formation of a cell assembly is realized through a transient phase-locking of
EEG oscillations. We distinguish between two types of phase-locking. The first
type of phase-locking, termed phase synchronization (e.g. Lachaux, Rodriguez,
Martinerie et al., 1999), involves a transient event-related phase synchronization
between two brain areas (but not necessarily phase-locked to the stimulus). A
second type of phase-locking occurs when the presentation of a stimulus leads to
a resetting of the phase of an EEG/MEG oscillation (e.g. Friston et al., 1997;
Rizzuto et al., 2001). Note that when such a transient phase-resetting occurs, the
distinction between evoked and induced activity, as defined in the previous
section, becomes problematic. Strictly speaking, one could argue that since the
phase resetting is evoked by the stimulus, the induced activity ‘becomes’ evoked
activity for a short period of time. This indicates that the distinction between
evoked activity and induced activity is a relative distinction rather than an
absolute one. Note that some authors have argued that specific ERP components,
such as the P300, may be a result of a transient event-related phase-resetting of
induced rhythmic activity (Basar et al., 2001).
While phase synchronization and phase-resetting may signal the formation of
a cell assembly, active uncoupling of a cell assembly, that is, the disruption of
synchronized neuronal firing, may be reflected by a transient period of phasescattering (see Lachaux et al., 2000, for a similar proposition). Recently,
convincing experimental evidence has been reported, supporting this notion
(Rodriguez et al., 1999).
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1.2 Tools for Analyzing Induced Activity
The distinction between evoked and induced activity has implications for the
analysis of EEG/MEG signals. As we noted, evoked activity may be extracted
from the raw EEG by straigthforward averaging of single epochs. However, this
approach does not apply to induced activity. Since straightforward averaging
leads to phase cancellation, induced activity will be ‘averaged out’ of the ERP
as if it were noise. In the following we give a short description of the available
methodologies that can be used to extract induced activity from the raw EEG.
Note that we do not intend to give an exhaustive review of all the technical
issues and problems associated with the proposed analysis tools. Rather, our
intention is merely to give the reader an outline of the possible avenues for the
analysis of induced EEG/MEG activity.
1.2.1 Quantifying Amplitude Changes of Induced Activity
In order to quantify amplitude changes of induced activity, one needs a
procedure that extracts the activity that is not phase-locked from the raw EEG.
The most elementary way of accomplishing this involves the computation of
task-related power (e.g. Gevins et al., 1997). Here the power spectrum of the
EEG measured during one condition is compared to that in another condition
(the resting, or control condition). This approach gives a good picture of the
overall changes in signal power, but it does not yield any information about the
evolution of power over time. Therefore, a measure of event-related power
changes may be preferred over measures that have the poor temporal resolution
of blocked designs. Two ways of quantifying the temporal evolution of power
have been described in the literature: Induced Band Power (IBP) analysis and
single-trial wavelet analysis.
IBP analysis was first proposed by Kalcher and Pfurtscheller (1995). The
procedure for calculating IBP changes is the following: (i) single EEG epochs
are bandpass filtered; (ii) these filtered epochs are averaged, yielding a
bandpass filtered ERP that corresponds to the pure phase-locked activity in that
frequency band; (iii) from each single, bandpass filtered EEG epoch, the
bandpass filtered ERP is subtracted, thereby strongly attenuating the phaselocked activity from the non-phase-locked activity; (iv) the power of the
subtracted single-trial data is computed, preferably by means of a signal
envelope (Clochon et al., 1996); (v) averages over the single-trial power are then
computed, and the changes in induced band power are expressed as a percentage
of the power in a baseline interval (see e.g. Klimesch, 1999 for a detailed
description of this approach).
One point that must be emphasized concerns the time resolution of IBP
analyses. Although some authors have claimed that IBP yields a millisecond time
resolution when it is computed using a signal envelope (Clochon et al., 1996), a
recent simulation study has shown that this is not the case (Knosche and
Bastiaansen, 2002). This study reveals that the time resolution of IBP roughly
corresponds to half a period of the slowest frequency component contained in the
signal. For example, for theta activity (usually defined as ranging from 4-7 Hz),
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this would be 125 ms (one period of a sine wave at 4 Hz lasts 250 ms). It should
be noted that this relatively poor temporal resolution may lead to the IBP changes
that precede the actual signal change, if the latter has a sudden onset (see Knosche
and Bastiaansen, 2002 for examples and details).
Wavelet analysis is to some extent equivalent to IBP analysis. Therefore, we
discuss only IBP analysis here. For a clear and concise description of single-trial
wavelet analysis, the reader is referred to Tallon-Baudry and Bertrand (1999)
or Samar et al., (1999). However, there are a number of differences between
IBP and wavelets that we briefly mention here. First, in the original outlines
of IBP analysis (Kalcher and Pfurtscheller, 1995; Klimesch et al., 1998),
the temporal resolution of the IBP is the same for all frequencies, while
wavelet analysis provides a temporal resolution that improves with higher
frequencies. This disadvantage of IBP can, however, easily be overcome
by using a signal envelope rather than the squared signal amplitude as an
estimate of the power in a particular frequency band (cf. Clochon et al., 1996;
Knosche and Bastiaansen, 2002). Second, with wavelet analysis information
about the phase of the signal is retained (although most reports of
wavelet analysis use time-frequency plots in which the phase information is
not used). In contrast, IBP measures do not contain phase information.
Third, because of the subtraction procedure used in IBP computation, IBP
tends to underestimate the magnitude of the oscillatory activity if it is phaselocked to the stimulus.
1.2.2 Quantifying Phase Relations of Induced Activity
The analysis of changes in the phase relationship of an induced rhythm can
focus on two aspects. First, when an EEG signal enters into (more or less
precise) phase-locking with a stimulus, or a cognitive process captured by an
experimental condition, this phenomenon may be termed phase-resetting. The
reverse process is termed phase-scattering. As we hypothesized above, these
phase-sensitive processes may reflect the dynamic formation, and the subsequent
uncoupling, of a cell assembly or functional network. The amount of phase
consistency can be roughly visualized by applying an appropriate bandpass filter
to the average ERP, leaving intact the frequency band of interest. The extent to
which oscillatory components are present in the average ERP then indicates the
amount of phase consistency over trials, since averaging an oscillatory signal
that is out of phase over epochs will lead to a cancellation of the oscillatory
activity. However, a more elegant way of quantifying phase resetting has been
used by Rizzuto et al. (2001). For each single trial these authors extracted the
instantaneous phase by convolving the raw signal with a Morlet wavelet, and
taking the angle of the resulting complex coefficients. The distribution of the
phase angles over trials can then be visualized by plotting it on a unit circle, and
the uniformity of the distribution can be statistically evaluated, e.g. with the
Rayleigh statistic (Fisher, 1993).
The second way to look at phase information is to focus on the phase
relationships between two (or more) EEG signals, where the phase relation to the
stimulus is of lesser importance. Such an approach can be used to identify which
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recording sites are activated synchronously, and thus may yield topographical
information about the underlying cell assembly. The most widely used method
to study such phenomena is the computation of event-related coherence
functions (e.g. Gray et al., 1989; Roelfsema et al., 1997; see Nunez et al., 1997
for methodological considerations). Essentially, coherence is a measure of
spectral covariance, which is quantified as the cross-spectrum of two signals
normalized by the two autospectra (e.g., Andrew and Pfurtscheller, 1996).
However, since coherence is a measure of spectral covariance, it does not
separate the effects of amplitude and phase in the interrelations between two
signals (Lachaux et al., 1999, 2000). This may be somewhat of a drawback for
coherence analysis, since the relative contributions of phase and amplitude
covariance on the coherence function are not clear. Because a consistency in the
phase relation between two signals is in principle sufficient to conclude that two
brain regions interact, Lachaux et al. (1999) have proposed a method termed
Phase-Locking Statistics (PLS), which uniquely quantifies the phase coherence
between two signals. Essentially, the method involves bandpass filtering,
extracting the instantaneous phase by convolving the raw signal with a wavelet,
and applying a bootstrap-like statistical test to the data (see Lachaux et al., 1999,
for details).
1.3 In Summary
In summary, we have argued that there are crucial differences in the
neurophysiological mechanisms underlying evoked and induced activity. Since
induced activity is thought to reflect functional changes in the parameters
controlling dynamic interactions within and between brain structures
(Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva, 1999), we have proposed that studying this
type of EEG activity may yield information about the processes involved in cell
assembly formation. According to this proposal, the processes of the formation,
the activation, and the cancellation of functional neuronal networks is expressed
in, respectively, increases in phase consistency, increases in spectral power, and
phase scattering followed by a return to baseline power. Finally, we have
outlined the appropriate analytic tools for quantifying such processes. We now
turn to the neural generator mechanisms that underlie different rhythms, such as
alpha, theta and beta/gamma rhythms.
2. EEG RHYTHMS

IN THE

HUMAN BRAIN

The distinction between evoked and induced activity is valid for EEG
rhythms in the entire span of frequencies contained in the human EEG (in most
cases, this is from 0 to 70 Hz or even higher). Therefore, this paper could very
well deal with rhythmic activity ranging from slow delta to the highest gamma
frequencies. However, since here we are concerned with the relationship
between induced activity and memory processes, we will especially focus on
theta activity. As we will show, there is a clear relationship between a whole
range of memory processes on the one hand, and rhythmic activity in the theta
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frequency range (roughly, 4-7 Hz) on the other hand. In order for the reader to
understand the neural dynamics and functional significance of rhythmic activities
in the different frequency bands, we provide a brief discussion of the alpha and
beta/gamma rhythms as well.
2.1 The Alpha and Beta/Gamma Rhythms
2.1.1 Alpha Rhythms
The alpha rhythm can be defined as spontaneous waxing and waning waves
within the frequency range of 8-12 Hz, that are most pronounced during relaxed
wakefulness, particularly when the eyes are closed, and that show the largest
amplitudes over the occipito-parietal cortex. Sometimes a distinction is made
between the upper (10-12 Hz) and lower (8-10 Hz) alpha bands. This distinction is
based on differences in reactivity between these two frequency bands (see e.g.
Klimesch, 1999). Despite the presence of this functional difference, research into
the neural basis of alpha rhythms has not revealed a neural substrate of this
distinction (see below). It should be noted that ‘the’ alpha rhythm is most probably
not a unitary phenomenon. Even within a relatively confined cortical area such as
the occipital cortex there exist a variety of rhythms, possibly reflecting activity of
different thalamo-cortical circuits (e.g. Mulholland, 1969). There are good reasons
to believe that alpha rhythms can be grouped on the basis of their reactivity to
experimental manipulations (see, for example, the proposals in Bastiaansen et al.,
1999). However, although there are obviously a large number of functionally
different, parallel thalamo-cortical circuits that generate alpha rhythms, the neural
mechanisms involved in the generation of different alpha rhythms are probably the
same. It, therefore, makes sense to discuss the common neural basis of alpha
rhythms as if they were a unitary phenomenon.
Alpha rhythms (or rather, sleep spindles, which have been used as an
experimental animal model of alpha) have been most intimately linked to
activity in thalamo-cortical circuits (e.g., Steriade et al., 1990; Lopes da Silva,
1991a). More specifically, alpha rhythms are thought to originate from an
interplay between the thalamus and the Reticular Nucleus (RN), a thin sheet of
cells surrounding the lateral aspect of the thalamus. Thalamic cells have
intrinsic membrane conduction properties that lead them to operate in either of
two modes: in a burst mode, which occurs when thalamic cells are
hyperpolarized, and in a tonic mode when depolarized. Burst mode firing
involves high-frequency discharges that recur every 100 ms, thereby generating
rhythmic activity of roughly 10 Hz, which is then sustained through a feedback
circuit involving the RN and thalamus on the one hand, and the neocortex on the
other hand (for detailed reviews, see Steriade et al., 1990; Lopes da Silva,
1991a). Tonic mode firing is expressed in the absence of 10 Hz oscillations
at the scalp, while functionally it is associated with the transmission of
information from sensory afferents through the thalamus to the cortex. Burst
mode firing, on the other hand, is expressed at the cortical level as 10 Hz
oscillations (i.e., an alpha rhythm), and is functionally associated with a
disruption of the transmission of information from sensory afferents through
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the thalamus to the cortex (Guillery et al., 1998). Therefore, the presence
of alpha activity at the scalp is generally thought to reflect cortical idling
(sensory information cannot reach the cortex), whereas its absence is thought to
indicate active cortical processing of sensory (or motor) information (e.g.
Pfurtscheller, 1992).
It is important to note here that the functional interpretation of event-related
power changes in the alpha band is exactly opposite to that in other frequency
bands: while a power increase in the alpha band is associated with decreased
activity in thalamo-cortical circuits, in other frequency bands power increases
reflect increases in activity. For a detailed review of the functional significance
of event-related power changes in the alpha band, see Bastiaansen (2000).
2.1.2 Beta/Gamma Rhythms
Rhythmic EEG activity in the high frequency range (14-30 Hz) is usually
called beta activity, while rhythms with even higher frequencies (30-80 Hz) are
mostly referred to as gamma activity (Bressler, 1990). It should be noted that
some authors do not make the distinction between beta and gamma activity (e.g.
Steriade, 1997).
Despite many unknowns, knowledge about the generator mechanisms of
beta/gamma rhythms is increasing. Whereas 10-Hz activity is evident both in the
cortex and thalamus, beta and gamma rhythms have been mostly associatated with
the neocortex (e.g. Barth and McDonald, 1996), and with the hippocampus (e.g.
Wang and Buzsaki, 1996). Inhibitory interneurons, both in the neocortex and in
the hippocampal dentate gyrus, are thought to play a role in generating
beta/gamma activity (Whittington et al., 2001; Bragin et al., 1995). It has been
suggested that hippocampal gamma oscillations emerge from an interaction
between intrinsic oscillatory properties of interneurons and the network properties
of the dentate gyrus (Bragin et al., 1995). The neurotransmitter GABA has also
been tightly linked to beta/gamma oscillations (Wang and Buzaki, 1996).
The role of beta/gamma oscillations in cognitive processing is a matter of
debate. In general, beta and gamma rhythms are associated with behavioral
conditions in which the individual is alert and focussing attention. The gamma
rhythm, in particular, has been associated with processes such as feature binding
(Gray and Singer, 1989; Tallon-Baudry et al., 1998), object representation
(Bertrand and Tallon-Baudry, 2000), and visuomotor integration (Roelfsema et
al., 1997). Underlying these functional accounts is the general idea that gamma
oscillations play an important role in synchronizing activity in cortical networks,
be it locally (e.g. Von Stein and Sarnthein, 2000) or between distant brain areas
(Roelfsema et al., 1997).
2.2 Theta Rhythms
2.2.1 Generating Brain Structures
The theta rhythm is an EEG rhythm with a frequency between 4-7 Hz. It
dominates the electrical activity recorded from the hippocampus in most
mammals, but it is most prominent in rodents. Because in lower mammals there
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is considerable interspecies variation in the exact theta frequency (with
frequencies ranging from 3-4 Hz up to 10-12 Hz), the phenomenon is often
termed rhythmic slow activity (RSA). Although there has been considerable
debate as to whether hippocampal theta activity occurs exclusively in lower
mammals or also in humans (e.g. Steward and Fox, 1990; Lopes da Silva,
1991b; Miller, 1991), it has been demonstrated, with the help of appropriate
spectral analysis techniques, that the human hippocampus is able to generate
theta rhythms (e.g. Halgren et al., 1978, 1985; Arnolds et al., 1980; Lopes da
Silva, 1991b, 1992). A possible explanation for the relative difficulty in
recording theta activity from the human hippocampus, is that its amplitude
becomes more reduced and its pattern more irregular in higher mammals (Lopes
da Silva, 1992).
Although the theta rhythm is commonly associated with the hippocampus,
rhythmic activity with the same characteristics has also been reported for the
entorhinal and cingular cortex, and for the septum (Petsche et al., 1962). There
is now a fairly wide agreement that an intact septum is a necessary condition for
the occurrence of the hippocampal theta rhythm, while destruction of the medial
septum results in a disappearance of theta from the hippocampus and other
limbic cortical areas (Petsche et al., 1962; Vinogradova et al., 1980). This
strongly suggests that the septum serves as a pacemaker for the occurrence of
theta rhythm in other structures. Nevertheless, Konopacki et al. (1988) have
shown that hippocampal networks are capable of producing theta activity when
isolated from septal input.
With respect to the hippocampal theta-rhythm, it has been established that it
is not primarily determined by intrinsic membrane conductance properties, but
rather by local synaptic interactions within the hippocampal formation, and
parahippocampal regions such as the peri- and entorhinal cortices, and the
parahippocampal (or postrhinal) cortex1 (for reviews see e.g. Steriade et al.,
1990; Lopes da Silva, 1992). Apart from the hippocampal system, theta activity
has been recorded in various subcortical structures, such as the cingulate gyrus
(Leung and Borst, 1987), hypothalamus (Slawinska and Kasicki, 1995), and
superior colliculi (Routtenberg and Taub, 1973).
More recently, theta activity has been reported for neocortical areas as well,
for example, by Kahana and colleagues who used intracranial EEG
measurements (e.g. Kahana et al., 1999, Caplan et al., 2001). Moreover, as we
will see in section 3, spectral analyses of scalp-recorded EEG (which is
dominated by cortical activity) show clear patterns of theta (re)activity in
memory paradigms. However, one should realize that the occurrence of theta
activity in these areas does not necessarily imply that theta is also generated in
these areas.
An important, but not completely resolved issue is where the generators of
the scalp-recorded theta activity are located (see section 3). One possibility is
1For

the sake of clarity, we will follow the nomenclature used e.g. by Witter et al. (2000) in the remainder of this
paper. Thus, we will denote the entire complex of structures mentioned here as the hippocampal system. Within the
hippocampal system we will differentiate between (1) the hippocampal formation, consisting of the dentate gyrus, the
fields CA1-3, and the subiculum and (2) the parahippocampal region, which includes the peri- and entorhinal cortex,
and the postrhinal cortex (in nonprimates) or parahippocampal cortex (in primates including humans).
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that theta reflects an interplay between the hippocampal and cortical generators.
It is also conceivable that there are theta generators in the neocortex itself,
which may or may not act independently of the hippocampal system.
In summary, it is highly likely that a number of structures in the human brain
are showing or even generating theta rhythms. Despite uncertainty about all the
areas contributing or the areas necessary for it to occur, there is fairly wide
agreement that the hippocampal system is involved, if not critically so. Under
the assumption that modulations of theta rhythm is functionally related to the
role of the hippocampus, we will now focus on the role of this system in
subserving memory. However, it should be noted that it is beyond the scope of
this paper to give an extensive review of the current understanding of the
different functions subserved by different parts of the hippocampal system. For
reviews, the reader is referred to Eichenbaum et al. (1994) or Witter et al.
(2000). Instead, we will briefly describe some research findings that have linked
subcomponents of the hippocampal system to different types of memory
operations.
2.2.2 Linking Structure to Function
The hippocampal system, in intimate relation with neocortical association
areas, contributes critically to learning and memory. The current understanding
of the cortico-parahippocampal-hippocampal network seems to support a number
of functionally dissociable components of the hippocampal system (cf. Witter et
al., 2000). For example, the perirhinal cortex appears to be involved in object
recognition memory (Meunier et al., 1993). Spatial memory appears to be
mediated by the postrhinal cortex (in nonprimates) or the parahippocampal
cortex (in monkeys; e.g. Maguire et al., 1996; Malkova and Mishkin, 1997). The
parahippocampal cortex has recently been related to successful retrieval
operations (Daselaar et al., 2001). A more general proposal, by Eichenbaum and
colleagues (Eichenbaum et al., 1994, 1996) is that two different functions are
mediated by the hippocampal system. While the parahippocampal region
supports intermediate-term storage of individual items, the hippocampal
formation is proposed to play a role in mediating relationships between elements
of a particular episode.
Obviously, the hippocampal system is not solely responsible for all the
aspects of human memory performance, including short-term, intermediate-term
and long-term storage. Eichenbaum et al. (1994, 1996), amongst others, have
proposed that neocortical association areas play an important role in storing
memories. In their view, neocortical association areas maintain short-term
memories for specific items prior to hippocampal processing, and eventually
provide the final repositories of long-term memory. The latter idea is consistent
with that proposed by Miller (1991), that “the hippocampus (…) acts in some
ways as an ‘index’ to memories, the cortex being, as it were, the ‘book’ to
which this index refers” (Miller, 1991, p. 159). Similar, although slightly
different ideas have been put forward by Treves and Rolls (1994). These authors
hypothesize that the hippocampal formation (more specifically, the CA3 region),
operates as a single autoassociation network that stores new episodic information
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as it arrives from many cortical association areas. The CA3 system could then
be used to recall a whole episode when only a fragment of it is presented. This
would be accomplished by reinstating neuronal activity in the association areas
of the neocortex, activity that is similar to the activity that was present during
the original episode.
The anatomical framework for the conception of cortico-hippocampal
interplay in memory performance is that the parahippocampal region mediates
the reciprocal transfer of information between a variety of multimodal
association cortices and the hippocampal formation (Lopes da Silva, Witter,
Boeijinga et al., 1990). Thus, in order to perform the proposed functions, the
different structures of the hippocampal system have to interact prominently with
neocortical association areas. It has been proposed (Miller, 1991) that this
transfer of information between the hippocampal system and cortical association
areas may well be mediated by rhythmic activity in the theta frequency range.
We will discuss this proposal in some detail below.
Miller (1991) proposes that Hebbian processes of synaptic strengthening
select patterns of recursive loops passing from the hippocampal formation
through the parahippocampal region to the cortex, and back again. Based on
average estimates of axonal conduction times in the rat, he arrives at a total
conduction time for one loop of 120 to 200 ms, which roughly corresponds to
one period of theta. Under these conditions, the Hebbian mechanism favors the
strengthening of connections that permit resonance. Thus, patterns of resonant
loops emerge between the cortex and the hippocampal system, which are
strengthened by the precise timing (at frequencies corresponding to the theta
range) of cell firing at the hippocampal end of the loop. In Miller’s view, this
process of self-organization of cortico-hippocampal loops has an important
functional role both in the storage and in the retrieval of cortically represented
memories. One of the major functions of this cortico-hippocampal interplay is
that each pattern of loops (corresponding, say, to one single episode) will
synchronously activate functionally related, but widely dispersed cells in the
neocortex, which by themselves have insufficient mutual interconnections to be
able to form a cell assembly by the usual Hebbian principles.
In summary then, Miller proposes that cortico-hippocampal interactions at
theta frequencies may serve the goal of establishing long-range cortico-cortical
synchronization of functionally related cells, which would not show
synchronization without the orchestrating role of the hippocampal system. Note
that this idea is consistent with the observation of Kahana and coworkers (e.g.
Kahana et al., 1999; Caplan et al., 2001) that theta recorded directly from the
cortical surface varies considerably both in amplitude and in phase across
distances of only 1-2 cm. A spatially distributed cell assembly, activated via the
hippocampal system, is compatible with such findings. It is interesting to note
that Von Stein and Sarnthein (2000) have also proposed that theta subserves the
goal of integrating neural activity in distant cortical areas (e.g. between frontal
and parietal cortices). Although it is unclear whether they conceive of such longrange cortico-cortical integration as being entirely cortical in nature, without
mediation by the hippocampal system, their proposal is not inconsistent with the
cortico-hippocampal interplay at theta frequencies as proposed by Miller (1991).
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An important implication of Miller’s (1991) notion of self-organizing,
resonant loops between the hippocampal system and the neocortex, is that
studying the reactivity of theta at the cortical end of the loop (either
intracranially or with scalp EEG) might provide us with a window on the
hippocampal contribution to different types of memory processes. The major
advantage of such an approach is that it would be possible to use scalp
recordings for investigating (at least globally) hippocampal function. However,
such an approach would assume that all of the theta activities recorded at
the scalp originate in cortico-hippocampal circuits. As we have seen above,
this is as yet unclear. Empirical studies combining intracranial recordings in
the hippocampal system with scalp recordings are highly desirable, since
they could directly address the question of the relationship between
hippocampal theta and scalp-recorded theta by using the analysis tools described
in section 1.2.
3. THE REACTIVITY

OF

(CORTICAL) THETA

IN

MEMORY PARADIGMS

The literature review presented in this section focuses on experimental work
in which the reactivity of theta rhythms in the human EEG (recorded at the
scalp or in the cortex) has been studied in memory paradigms. We present this
review here because we reason that studies demonstrating clear relations
between the reactivity of scalp- (or intracranially) recorded theta during memory
paradigms can, in principle, provide evidence for the proposal that induced theta
rhythms play a functional role in cell assembly formation related to mnemonic
processing. In addition, such studies may provide supporting evidence in favor
of the hypothesis that communication between the hippocampal system and the
neocortex takes place at theta frequencies. With respect to the latter, it should be
emphasized again that such evidence can only be highly indirect, since it is
unlikely that all of the theta activity at the cortex is generated in the
hippocampal system, as we pointed out in the previous paragraph.
In the last subsection, we discuss studies that have addressed theta reactivity
in relation to language processing, and we argue that these studies address
processes that are at the interface between memory and language. In the
overview, we give a more detailed description of some of our own work.
3.1 Theta and Encoding/Retrieval of Information
Klimesch and coworkers studied the event-related changes in scalp-recorded
theta power during the performance of episodic and semantic memory tasks
using IBP analysis (outlined in section 1.2.1). Typically, in those studies,
subjects read a word list, or had to perform a semantic judgement task.
Subsequently they were asked to perform either a free or a cued recall task (see
Klimesch, 1996; 1999 for reviews). These experiments provided convincing
evidence for an event-related increase in theta power during both the encoding
and the retrieval of episodic information, which is larger for good than for poor
memory performers (e.g. Klimesch et al., 1990; Klimesch et al., 1996; Klimesch
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et al., 1997a). For example, Klimesch et al. (1997b) asked subjects to judge the
semantic congruency of feature-concept pairs (such as “claws – eagle”) . After
that, an episodic memory task was performed, in which subjects had to recall the
concept word that was actually paired with a feature word in the initial list. On
the basis of recall scores, subjects were divided in a high-performance and a
low-performance group. Contrasting the theta power changes for words that
were later recalled vs. not recalled, the authors found that only recalled words
were associated with a significant theta power increase. Moreover, this effect
was only present for the high memory performers.
In additional studies, it was shown that event-related increases in theta power
are generally larger during retrieval than during encoding (e.g. Klimesch et al.,
1997c; Klimesch et al., 1994). For example, in a recent study (Klimesch et al.,
2001), in which pictures were used rather than words, subjects viewed
70 pictures in the study phase of the experiment. After about six minutes,
subjects were asked to make a recognition judgement for 180 pictures, i.e.
60 previously seen pictures (targets) and 120 distracters. Whereas baseline (i.e.,
pre-stimulus) levels of theta power were similar during the study phase and the
test phase prior to the presentation of both targets and distracters, post-stimulus
theta power increased by approximately 50% (relative to pre-stimulus
theta power) during the study phase (encoding) of the experiment. During the
test phase (retrieval), theta power increases relative to the pre-stimulus interval
were in the range of 100-150% for correctly identified targets and distracters.
An increase in theta power during memory retrieval has also been observed
by Burgess and Gruzelier (1997, 2000) during the recognition of both words
and faces.
The notion of a theta power increase during both encoding and retrieval is in
accordance with a cell assembly formation hypothesis, since, as we argued (see
section 1.1), activation of a cell assembly is expected to lead to a power increase
in the relevant frequency band. Unfortunately, we have not been able to find
studies investigating changes in theta phase in episodic memory tasks. Such
studies are important because they could provide a more complete picture of all
aspects of theta reactivity during semantic or episodic memory encoding and
retrieval.
3.2 Theta and Working Memory
Studies addressing the relation between theta activity and working memory
(WM) have focused either on changes in theta power, or on changes in theta
phase. We first discuss studies addressing power changes in relation to working
memory. Gevins et al. (1997) used a visual n-back task, manipulating stimulus
content (verbal vs. spatial) and WM-load. They assessed task-related changes in
theta power in the concurrently measured scalp EEG. Both for the verbal and for
the spatial WM task, Gevins et al. found an increase in theta power at frontal
midline electrodes, that was larger for conditions with higher memory load.
Furthermore, theta power increased with practice, and more so in the high than
in the low WM-load conditions. In a subsequent study (McEvoy et al., 2001),
the authors further demonstrated that the increase in frontal midline theta with
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increased WM-load was present only in young subjects, not in older ones. The
authors concluded that their data confirm the existence of a fronto-parietal
network involved in WM.
Another study relating theta to WM was recently reported by Krause
et al. (2000). These authors studied event-related power changes in a verbal
n-back task. Although specific effects of memory load were present only
in higher (that is, 6-8 and 8-10 Hz ) frequency bands, the results did show
a widely distributed increase in theta power in the first 500 ms following
each new item, that is, in the interval in which WM processes were assumed
to be active. The authors related this effect to either stimulus identification
or working memory processes. In a subsequent experiment, Krause et al.
(2001) investigated the test-retest reliability of the WM-related theta
response using a Sternberg task. In this task, subjects heard a set of four words,
followed by a probe word three seconds later. Subjects were required to indicate
whether or not the probe had been present in the memory set. Two sessions
were performed, at least nine days apart. Again, a theta increase was found
during the retention interval of the task. Additionally, the test-retest reliability
was largest for the theta band, while concurrently examined higher frequency
bands (up to 12 Hz) showed large significant differences between the two
sessions.
In the studies by Krause et al., verbal material was employed in the working
memory tasks. In order to establish the relation between event-related power
changes and spatial WM, we performed a large study (Bastiaansen et al., 2002a)
using a human adaptation of the classical Delayed Response Task (DRT), which
is often used in animal research (see Geffen et al., 1997 for a review). Subjects
had to fixate on a central spot on a touch-sensitive computer monitor. A target
was presented in the periphery. The target location had to be remembered.
After a delay (either 1 s or 4 s, in order to manipulate the WM-load), the
fixation stimulus disappeared, and subjects had to respond by touching the
screen at the location of the target. ‘Sensory’ trials, in which the target remained
visible on the screen, were randomly intermixed with ‘memory’ trials, in which
the target disappeared 150 ms after its appearance. Thus, the sensory trials form
a control condition in which the response demands are highly similar to those
in the memory trials. A large number of subjects were used for the study
(N = 174). The results of this study with respect to the theta band are presented
in Figure 1.
In the first 500 ms after presentation of the target stimulus a phasic increase
in theta power was found, irrespective of condition and delay interval, in the
lower (roughly, 4-7 Hz) frequency bands with a maximum over parietal areas.
This effect was interpreted to reflect activity in a hippocampal-parietal loop
related to the encoding of the location of the target stimulus. Most surprisingly,
we found that both the sensory and the memory trials showed a power decrease
in the theta band over the (lateral) frontal electrodes irrespective of condition.
Although this effect may be attributed to task execution, it was much larger in
the memory compared to the sensory trials. Note that Figure 1 reveals that IBP
differences between the memory and sensory trials occur 100-150 ms before the
point in time where the two trial types start to diverge. However, this is
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Fig. 1 – Grand average (N = 174) time courses at selected electrodes, and topographic maps at
selected time points, of the Induced Band Power (IBP) changes in the theta frequency band in the sensory
and memory conditions. IBP changes are shown from 250 ms preceding trial onset to the end of the
memory delay interval. t = 0 corresponds to the onset of the fixation point, the target appears 350 ms
later. For the time course plots, vertical lines indicate onset and offset of target stimulus (offset only for
memory conditions). For the topographical maps, power decrease is represented by dark gray surrounded
by white contour lines, power increase by light gray surrounded by black contour lines. Grey contour
lines correspond to zero power change. Spacing of contour lines is 5% IBP change.
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probably an artifact caused by the poor temporal resolution of IBP measures, as
we noted in section 1.2.1 (see also Knosche and Bastiaansen, 2002). Hence,
spatial working memory in this experiment was accompanied by an event-related
decrease in theta power at frontal electrodes.
It is difficult to reconcile these findings with the well-known involvement of
dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex in WM (see Bastiaansen, et al., 2002a for a
discussion). If one is willing to assume that scalp-recorded activity in the theta
frequency range is generated by (para)hippocampo-cortical circuits, then the
logical consequence would be that the power decrease is a reflection of a
reduced activity in these circuits. A speculative interpretation of such reduced
activity is to ascribe it a functional role in enhancing the signal-to-noise ratio of
the activity in the hippocampo-parietal loop involved in encoding (and possibly
maintaining) the location of the target stimulus, by reducing the noise (i.e. the
activity in other hippocampo-cortical loops) relative to the signal (i.e. the
activity in the hippocampo-parietal loop). An argument in favor of such an
interpretation is that, irrespective of condition, the scalp topography of the IBP
in the theta band showed maximal power at parietal electrodes throughout the
entire WM interval (see topographical maps in Figure 1), whereas the main
difference between sensory and memory conditions is the power reduction at
other scalp locations.
Up to now, two studies have addressed event-related changes in theta phase
during WM tasks. In a recent study by Kahana and coworkers (Rizzuto et al.,
2001), EEG was recorded subdurally, with chronically implanted electrodes in
patients undergoing evaluation for surgical treatment of epilepsy. Subjects
performed a Sternberg task, in which four consonants were presented, followed
by a probe item. They were asked to indicate whether or not the probe was a
member of the previous list. During both encoding and retrieval stages, sustained
theta oscillations were identified. Most interestingly, theta phase was randomly
distributed preceding the probe item, whereas after the presentation of the probe
(i.e., during retrieval) theta phase clustering was clearly evident in most
electrodes. In addition, in some electrodes such a phase clustering was also
observed following the presentations of the list items, i.e., during encoding. No
clear topographical pattern was present for these effects. Rather, the pattern of
reset often changed dramatically from one electrode to the neighboring one,
again pointing to the existence of widely distributed yet functionally related
networks. These findings indicate that memory encoding and retrieval operations
produced a reset of the phase of the theta rhythm. Similar findings were
obtained by Tesche and Karhu (2000), who measured MEG signals during a
Sternberg task, and modeled the theta oscillations by an equivalent current
dipole in the anterior hippocampus. Tesche and Karhu (2000) showed a similar
pattern of phase resetting (of the activation time course of the current dipole)
following probe presentations. In addition, they found that larger sets of list
items led to longer periods of theta oscillations once the probe was presented, at
least for the in-set probes, while theta oscillations for out-of-set probes was
longer than for the in-set probes.
In summary, research using a variety of WM paradigms has shown (i) a
phase resetting during the periods when items have to be stored or retrieved
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from WM, and (ii) a power increase in the first 500 ms after the presentation of
an item on which WM operations have to be performed (note however that in
the Bastiaansen et al. (2002a) study the power increase was restricted to some
electrodes, while others showed a power decrease). In general, then, this pattern
of results fits well with the concept of cell assembly formation proposed in
section 1. It should be noted that a precise understanding of the timing of the
phenomena of phase resetting and power increase is as yet lacking, but crucial
for our proposal. The relatively poor temporal resolution of frequency-domain
analyses of the EEG (that is, compared to ERPs), which is roughly in the order
of a few hundred milliseconds, may hinder an understanding of the timing of the
phenomena at the millisecond level. However, using an appropriate experimental
paradigm it may be possible to establish at least the relative timing of phase
resetting and power increase, which would be sufficient for the present purpose.
3.3 Theta and Spatial Memory
Theta oscillations can be recorded from the hippocampus of rodents when they
engage in a variety of tasks. For many years, theta has been intimately related to
spatial navigation (e.g. Winson, 1978). For example, theta is related to the firing of
hippocampal place cells that encode the animal’s position (e.g. O’Keefe and Recce,
1993). However, it is only recently that some researchers have begun studying the
relation between theta activity and spatial memory in humans. Therefore the
evidence relating theta at the cortical level to spatial memory is at present meager,
and consists of only a few studies. Kahana et al. (1999) devised a testing procedure
in which subjects have to navigate in virtual, three-dimensional mazes, in one of
two modes: A study mode, in which arrows direct subjects through the maze, and a
test mode, in which the arrows are removed. Three epileptic patients with
chronically implanted subdural electrodes, who were being evaluated for surgical
treatment, participated in the experiment. Prominent theta activity was recorded by
a large number of subdural electrodes during both modes; however, theta episodes
occurred more frequently during test mode (associated with retrieval operations)
than during study mode (related to encoding operations). Moreover, longer (i.e.,
more difficult) mazes, as compared to shorter mazes, were associated with a larger
percentage of time during which theta oscillations were present, and theta bursts
were of longer duration in long mazes as opposed to short mazes. In a subsequent
study (Caplan et al., 2001), these results were confirmed with a larger number of
subjects (i.e. five). These preliminary data indicate a clear relationship between
power increases of cortical theta and spatial memory.
3.4 Theta at the Interface between Memory and Language
In section 2.2, we reviewed some neuroimaging studies showing that the
hippocampal system contributes to different types of memory operations.
However, it seems likely that the hippocampal system does not only contribute to
mnemonic processes, but also to at least some aspects of language processing.
Indeed, a number of recent studies have shown relationships between linguistic
tasks and activity in the hippocampal system, relationships which appear to
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roughly parallel the different functions Eichenbaum et al. (1994) ascribed to
parahippocampal region and hippocampal formation, that is, intermediate-term
storage of individual items and organization of the relevant relationships
between individual items, respectively (e.g. Daselaar et al., 2001; Crinion et al.,
2001; Crosson et al., 2001; , Taylor et al., 2001; Keller et al., 2001; Gleissner and
Elger, 2001).
In language processing relevant information has to be encoded in memory
and to be kept available for integrating additional linguistic materials into the
preceding sentence or discourse. It seems, therefore, reasonable to hypothesize a
similar functional role for theta activity during particular language tasks as
during memory tasks. In addition, activities in the hippocampal system during
language tasks may lead to changes in theta-band activity in cortico-hippocampal
loops in the same way as we argued for memory tasks. In this case, again, we
would expect such activity to become manifest at the cortical end of the loop,
where we might be able to detect it with scalp electrodes. Of course, the same
caveats as we expressed in section 2.3 apply to this reasoning. Although until
now only a few studies have been performed which address this question
explicitly, they indeed appear to show such patterns of event-related reactivity in
the theta band. We will discuss these studies in some detail below.
Bastiaansen et al. (2002b) investigated the event-related power changes in the
alpha and theta bands with the IBP technique, while subjects read correct Dutch
sentences in serial visual presentation mode (for a full discussion of the results,
see Bastiaansen et al. (2002b). Analyses were performed both at the word-level
(with a 300 ms baseline preceding each word, irrespective of its position in a
sentence) and at the sentence level (with a 600 ms pre-sentence baseline, focusing
on the evolution of power over the entire sentence).
Results of the word-level analysis, shown in Figure 2, indicate that in the theta
band, a spatially widespread, phasic power increase can be identified. Averaged
over electrodes and word positions, this power increase reaches a maximum at 320
ms following word onset. It should be noted that the temporal resolution of the IBP
method is not as good as that of ERP measures (e.g. Clochon et al., 1996).
Therefore the value of the peak latency should be taken only as a rough indication
of the timing of the neurophysiological phenomena driving the IBP response.
Nonetheless, this latency roughly falls in the range of well-known ERP components
related to language processing, such as the N400 (Kutas and Hillyard, 1980) and
the Left Anterior Negativity (LAN; e.g. Munte et al., 1997). Hence, it seems
reasonable to hypothesize that the power increase in the theta band is related to
some aspect of word processing, either lexical or in relation to sentence context.
With the literature reviewed in section 3.1 in mind, possible candidate processes
might be (i) the encoding of the word, (ii) the retrieval of word meaning, or (iii)
the integration of word meaning into an overall representation of the sentence. It
should be noted that in the (upper) alpha band we found a power decrease after
word onset. Given that alpha has been intimately related to sensory processing (cf
section 2.1.1, see also Bastiaansen and Brunia, 2001), we attributed this effect to
the visual processing involved in reading the words.
Results of the sentence-level analysis, (see Figure 3), show that in the theta
band, a slow, gradual increase in power can be observed as the sentence unfolds.
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Fig. 2 – Grand average (N = 18) temporal evolution of IBP changes in the theta frequency band,
averaged over word positions, for electrode Cz.

Testing each and every electrode for the presence of a linear trend, we found
significant trends in a cluster of electrodes located bilaterally over the temporal
cortex, as well as in electrodes over the (pre)central midline (Cz and FCz). A
tentative interpretation of the linear increase in theta power over the sentence may
be that it reflects the gradual building up of a memory trace related to the encoding
of the linguistic episode, with higher processing demands as each new word of the
sentence is added to the memory trace. In other frequency bands we did not find
any linear trends. It should be noted that the predominance of synchronization in
the alpha range, apparent in Figure 2, contrasts with the usually reported
combination of theta increase/alpha decrease (e.g. Klimesch, 1999; see Bastiaansen
et al., 2002b for a more extensive discussion of the findings).
Weiss, Muller and Rappelsberger (2000) investigated the event-related
coherence of theta activity during the encoding of auditorily presented nouns.
Fifty concrete and 50 abstract nouns were presented in random order in 4 blocks
of 25 nouns each. After the presentation of each block, subjects were asked to
recall as many of the nouns presented in that block. Recall was significantly better
for concrete than for abstract nouns. The results showed that later recalled nouns
were associated with higher levels of theta coherence than nouns that were not
recalled later. Most interestingly, this difference was larger for long-range
coherence values (defined as coherence between non-adjacent electrodes) than for
short-range coherence (i.e., between adjacent electrodes). Moreover, abstract
nouns were more associated with long-range coherence than concrete nouns.
Interestingly, in both studies discussed here, the results have been interpreted
mainly in terms of processes that lie at the interface between memory and
language – that is, the processes of encoding, storing and/or retrieving of
individual words, and the building up of a memory trace as a sentence unfolds.
In our view, it has yet to be established whether the theta responses observed in
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Fig. 3 – Grand average (N = 18) temporal evolution of IBP changes during the presentation of
the first 8 words of a sentence, relative to a pre-sentence reference interval, for electrode Cz. Note
the slow IBP increase over time, which is present as a significant linear trend only in the theta band.

linguistic tasks reflect general mnemonic processes, or more domain-specific
linguistic processes. Studies using more fine-grained linguistic manipulations
could be helpful in finding an answer to this question.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In section 3 we have reviewed the literature on the reactivity of theta
rhythms in humans, in a variety of memory paradigms, and during language
processing. This review was presented in order to evaluate two hypotheses. First,
the hypothesis that theta reactivity reflects processes of cell assembly formation
related to different types of memory operations. Second, the (stronger)
hypothesis that theta recorded at the cortical level may provide a window on the
contribution of the hippocampal system to memory processes.
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With respect to the first hypothesis, we can conclude that the available
experimental evidence speaks in favor of a relation between theta and memoryrelated cell assembly formation. Theta power increases, which we have
hypothetically related to the activation of a cell assembly, are usually found during
tasks which engage encoding/retrieval of episodic information, working memory,
spatial memory or language processing. The few reports that are available on theta
phase resetting indicate a relation between encoding/retrieval of information from
working memory on the one hand, and theta phase resetting, hypothesized to reflect
the actual formation of a cell assembly, on the other hand. In a similar way, an
increase in theta phase coherence between spatially distant recording sites,
hypothesized to yield topographical information about activated cell assemblies,
has been reported in relation to language processing. However, what is needed for a
more thorough evaluation of our hypothesis, is systematic research into (the relative
timing of) all the relevant parameters: (i) phase resetting (cell assembly formation),
(ii) power increase and inter-electrode phase coherence (cell assembly activation),
and (iii) phase scattering followed by power decrease to baseline levels (uncoupling
of the cell assembly). Quantifying all of these parameters, during different memory
paradigms, may lead to a better understanding of the proposed relation between
theta rhythms and memory-related processes of cell assembly formation.
With respect to the second hypothesis, there is a strong parallelism between
the fact that the hippocampal system is both involved in certain aspects of
memory and in generating theta activity, and the finding that scalp-recorded
theta shows a strong reactivity in memory paradigms. Although it is tempting to
conclude that these findings confirm our hypothesis, such a conclusion is highly
inferential and potentially misleading. We would like to emphasize once more
that the literature reviewed in section 3 can only provide highly indirect
evidence in favor of the notion that theta reactivity may yield information about
hippocampal contributions to mnemonic processes. As we noted earlier, direct
evidence could be obtained by performing studies which combine intracranial
recordings in the hippocampal system with scalp recordings. Clear and
predictable relationships between phase and amplitude of hippocampal theta, and
phase and amplitude of scalp-recorded theta, would constitute convincing
evidence for the view that we presented.
Finally, despite many unknowns we believe that exploiting the modulations of
the brain’s rhythmicity in well-controlled experimental studies and with the help of
the analysis tools that we described, may provide new vistas on the dynamics of
the neurophysiological processes underlying human cognition. The accumulated
evidence in neuroimaging studies over the last decade has made it increasingly
clear that without a better understanding of the dynamics of cell assembly
formation in functionally linking distant brain areas, much of the organizational
principles of the neural instantiation of cognitive processes will remain mysterious.
It is therefore, that we believe that the type of analyses explicated above hold
promise as an additional important way to study brain function.
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